nearest-neighbor effective two-particle CCFs is detenillned by the equation of Tildesley-Streett for hard-sphere dumbbells and that for next-to-neares~-neighbor _/ ' effective two-particle CCFs by computer-simulation results for hard-sphere trimers.
The final equation of state has a simple form which gives compressibility factors and second virial coefficients for homonuclear HSCFs covering a wide range of chain length (up to r=201) in excellent agreement with computer simulations. ~atisfactory comparisons are also obtained between predicted and computer-simulation results for homonuclear HSCF mixtures, HSCFs containing side-chains and rings, and heteronuclear HSCFs (copolymers).
a: To whom correspondence should be addressed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, much attention has been given toward development of an equaJon of state fo~ an assembly of chain-like molecules. Numerous studies are based on modifications of the lattice theory 1 The equation of state derived here follows from ideas that are somewhat ) different from those typically found in the literature. We do not use lattice theory, nor the perturbation theory and the integral theory of fluids, nor insertion probabilities.
Instead, similar to Zhou and Stell 15 , we define an r-particle cavity-correlation function (CCF) for chains formed by sticky spheres; here r is the chain length. In terms of rparticle CCF, we obtain expressions for the Helmholtz function and the equation of state. To make progress, we require information concerning the density dependence of the r-particle CCF. We establish that information in two steps. First, we use an idea similar to Kirkwood's superposition approximation wherein we retain nearest- The configuration of the r-mer is shown in Figure 1 , where n is the number of segments in the main chain; s is the number of segments in the side chain which starts from thefih segment in the main chain; n+s=r. .
I) I)
y,..
I)
1=1 k=l J=i+l (1) =-1 + exp{ -Pe~~2 ... s,) , 3 where the product covers all possible nearest-neighbor segment pairs. For example, for an r-mer shown in Figure 1 , when i=n, n should be changed to f and j=n+ 1. Variables rii and rij are the inter-segment distance vector and the corresponding magnitude, respectively. Symbol o is a Kronecker delta; a if is the collision diameter; r:-:-1 is the stickiness parameter; and ~-s s is the attractive energy at distances 
where 1i,. is a· distribution parameter related to rij (8) We are now able to define the r-particle cavity correlation function (CCF):
When rij = Ly,k>( k = 1,2,3, ... ,m!i), the assembly of r particles becomes an r-mer. By substituting eqs. (1), (2), (5), (6) and (8) into eq.(9), we have a useful expression for the r-particle CCF for an r-mer associate:
where L represents a set of Lij,k· To obtain the Helmholtz function, we use its functional derivative with respect to the Mayer function for an r-particle group, which is related to the r-particle CCF . (13) Here No is the total number of monomers prior to association. From eqs. ( 5) and (1 0), .
Substitution into eq.(l3) yields (15) To obtain the equation of state, we use the thermodynamic relation:
7 \ Substitution of eqs. (5), (10) and (13) 
III. THE r-PARTICLE CAVITY CORRELATION FUNCTION
As shown in eqs. (15) and (17), the key to obtaining the Helmholtz function and the equation of state is provided by information on the r-particle CCF for an r-mer chain with a particular configuration. In principle, the r-particle CCF could be determined by the inter-segment potential function or the Mayer function. In effect, 8 Cummings and Stell 17 have done so using the Percus-Y evick approximation for dimers. However, at present it is not possible to use a similar approach for polymers.
Zhou and Ste11 15 adopted a ·linear approximation and simplified the r-particle CCF by using the nearest-neighbor two-particle CCF raised to an empirical power.
Following Zhou and Stell, and inspired by Kirkwood's superposition approximation,
we propose ,to calculate the r-particle CCF as tlle product of two contributions: a chemical contribution (1-a)r dependent on the degree of association, and a physical contribution expressed by .the product of nearest-neighbor effective two-particle
CCFs y~:;L and the product of next-to-nearest-neighbor effective two-particle CCFs procedure retains the most essential part of the r-particle CCF. It provides a ' reasonable approximation because it makes a first-order attempt to include higher correlations between segments in a chain; it neglects only correlations between two segments that are separated by more than one segment.
In this equation, the first product covers all possible nearest-neighbor segment pairs; the second product covers all possible next-to-nearest-neighbor segment pairs. The .
generalized Helmholtz function becomes
However, this equation is of no use when a= I. We obtain a useful equation for the residual Helmholtz function later.
The generalized equation of state is
To obtain a useful result, we require the density dependences of nearest-neighbor and next-to-nearest-neighbor effective two-particle CCFs and an equation of state for monomers.
IV. EQUATION OF STATE FOR HOMONUCLEAR HARD-SPHERE-CHAIN FLUIDS AND FLUID MIXTURES

Pure Homonuclear Hard-Sphere-Chain Fluids
For a homonuclear chain, we designate the total number of nearest-neighbor segment pairs by 'Sisi+l ; neglecting end effects, all segment pairs have approximately the same effective two-particle CCF. We designate the total number of next-to- 
II
The density dependence of the effective two-particle CCF Yi~~~~ for the nearest- 
To obtain the density dependence of .the effective two-particle CCF y~~~~2 for the next-to-nearest-neighbor pair, we assume a similar expression. (28) where 
where a, b and c are functions of chain length r only:
r-l r-Ir-2 a=r(I+-a +----a)
· r 2 r r 
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Homonuclear Hard-Sphere-Chain Fluid Mixtures
For hard-sphere-chain fluid mixtures, eqs.(21) and (22) can be extended. For a K-
Ys,s,+t<'> "
where r; and X; are the chain length and the mole fraction of component . i respectively; xi = Ni I N ; N; and N are numbers of molecules for component i and the whole system, respectively; r = L~1 X;fi is the average chain length; Y?se) (i) and .
J J+l
Yi~;~+ 2 u) are· two-particle CCFs for component i which can be calculated from eqs. (25) Figure 8 , indicates good agreement.
Hard-Sphere-Chain Fluids With Rings
We consider a ring molecule composed of r hard spheres. There are r nearestneighbor and r next-to-neares!-neighbor segment pairs. Eqs. (21) and (22) 
Eqs. (21) and (22) for the equation of state and the residual Helmholtz function are then extended. as follows: 18 where Z( a= ·o) and A r (a= 0) are calculated by the Mansoori-Carnahan-Starling- .r,
Considering the difference betWeen the Camahan-Starling equation, i.e., eqs. (23,24), and the Mansoori-Camahan-Starling-Leland equation, we· can revise the effective two particle CCF for a nearest-neighbor segment pair and a next-to-nearest-neighbor segment pair, eqs. (25) and (28) for a homonuclear chain molecule, for application to heteronuclear chains:
where
19
Pure Hard-Sphere Copolymers
We consider a fluid of pure hard-sphere copolymers which consist of two monomers A and B with different sizes. Under different polymerization conditions, three common types, i.e., alternating, block and random copolymers, can be obtained.
In 
.'-
For a block copolymer, the numbers of different segment pairs in a molecule are:
For a random copolymer, the sequence is determined in a statistical sense. If the copolymer is completely random, the number of A-B nearest-neighbor segment pairs 21 is proportional to the product of XA , the probability of finding a segment A, and XB, the probability of finding a segment B in the copolymer. These probabilities are given by (57) Therefore, the numbers of different nearest-neighbor segment pairs in a molecule are:
Similarly, XaXPXr(a, fJ, y =A, B) is the probability of finding segments a, fJ and y. The numbers of different next-to-nearest-neighbour segment pairs in a molecule are:
. (59) For any other type of copolymer, the numbers of different nearest-neighbor and nextto-nearest-neighbor segment pairs can be detennined if the sequence is known. We use statistical mechanics to derive analytical expressions as a first step. However, even for a simple hard-sphere fluid, analytical expressions cannot be obtained without introducing mathematical simplifications. To avoid mathematical problems, the common procedure is to introduce a reasonable model. The final expression obtained may then include some unknown coefficients which must be determined. In this / work, we adopt a sticky-point model and approximate the r-particle cavity-correlation function by a product of nearest-neighbor and next-to-nearest-neighbor effective twoparticle cavity-correlation functions. The density dependences of those two-particle cavity correlation functions are unknown. Therefore, as a second step, we use computer-simulation results to determine those dependences.
In this work, to obtain the unknown density dependence of CCFs, we use 
